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Chapter 1

A new solution to quality assurance
is needed

The need for companies to guarantee the quality of their goods
and services has never been more important. Customers are
increasingly demanding better-value products, measured not only
in terms of price, but also in terms of price/performance and
quality. In Europe, this need was confirmed in September 1988
by the signingof letters of intent by the presidents of 14 European
multinationals to establish the European Foundation for Quality
Management. Their intention is to spread the message to fellow
manufacturers and service industries across Europe that quality
management must be extended beyondthe traditional approach
of a separate quality-assurance function charged with checking
that products meet specified standards. These organisations
believe that, to improve competitiveness, quality management
must spread to every part of the organisation and that every
employee must be responsible for the quality of his or her work
if the organisation is to improve competitiveness. Systems
development departments are not, of course, exempt from these
demands.

THE NEED FOR HIGH-QUALITY SOFTWARE
IS GREATER THAN EVER BEFORE
The importance of developing and maintaining high-quality
software is growing, as systems are used much more widely
throughout an organisation, and in areas that are much more
critical to the business, and much more visible to the customer.
Quality is therefore essential, not only in terms of the accuracy
of information, but also in terms of reliability and speed of

The importance of high- response.In addition, there will be a need to ensurethatall types
quality software of applications are developed to consistent standardsof quality.

is growing In the past, the only people to suffer from the poor quality of a
standalone application were the users of that application. In the
future, all types of applications will have to be moreclosely
integrated with an organisation☂s core application systems, and
they will therefore need to be developedto similar standards of
quality.
In spite of these growing pressuresfor high quality in application
systems development, systems of very indifferent quality are still
being produced.In particular, there is a great deal of evidence
that time, money,and effort are being spent on systemsthat bear
little resemblanceto the product that the customeractually wants.

Systemsof very indifferent In March 1988, a survey conducted by the UK Government
quality are still being estimated that British companies spend £500 million each year

produced correcting software errors and maintaining software that has been
inadequately. quality-controlled at the design stage. A survey of
nine USfederal projects costing $6.3 million reveals a similarly
unacceptablestate of affairs. Half of the software was delivered
but never used; a quarter was paid for but. not delivered;
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Chapter 1 A new solution to quality assurance is needed

one-fifth required major modification before it could be used.
Software that was used as delivered, or that required only minor
modification, accounted for only one-twentieth of the total.

PEP members also recognise that current practices do not
guarantee that high-quality applications software will be pro-
duced. Figure 1.1 lists some of the quality problems mentioned
during the research. Clearly, there is a need to re-examine the
concepts of quality assurance and quality control in the context
of systems development.
 

Figure 1.1 Quality problems encountered during recent systems
development projects

 

User dissatisfaction Many complaints aboutminor deviations from the
specification
Users have difficulty defining the deliverables
Quality compromised to meet time and cost
constraints
 

High levels of change Unforeseen business changes
following implementation |naccurate estimates of transaction volumes

Specification changed in orderto meet an earlier
 

deadline
Poor operational Operational use underestimated
performance Use of fourth-generation languages reduces

operational performance
 

Low technical quality Hardwarelimitations lead to pooruser interface
Technical quality takenaccountoftoolate in the
development process
 

Other Misunderstandings between developmentstaff
and users,particularly about timescales and costs
Poor documentation
Poor project management    

(Source: Survey of PEP members)   
 

TRADITIONAL CONCEPTS OF QUALITY
ASSURANCE ARE INADEQUATE
The concepts generally used to achieve quality in manufacturing
and the service industries are also widely used by software
developers. They are based onthetraditionalprinciples of quality
assurance and quality control. According to British Standard 4778,
quality assurance is defined as ☁☁All activities and functions
concerned with the attainment of quality☂☂, and quality control
is ☁☁The operational techniques and activities that sustain the
productorservice quality to specified requirements;it is also the
use of such techniques andactivities☂☂.
In the context of systems development, there are two aspects to
the attainment of quality ♥ product quality-control procedures
to ensure that individual systems are developed to appropriate
levels of quality, and the quality of the systems development
processitself. The characteristics of these two aspects are set out
in Figure 1.2.
In the past, systems quality-control procedures focused on the
product by checking that a completed computer system met the

The concepts of quality need
to be re-examined

Software developers use the
same quality concepts as
manufacturing and
service industries
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Traditional systems quality-
control procedures are

concerned only with
the application being

developed

Morerecently, quality assurance
has been concerned with the

development process
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Figure 1.2 Attaining quality in systems development meansthat

attention must be paid to the quality both of the
developmentprocess and of individual projects

 Development process Individual projects
 The processis designed to build
high-quality software products
The same processapplies to all
projects :

Quality control checksthat software
products meet predefinedcriteria
 Quality-control checks are carried

out for each project
 Quality control is carried outentirely Quality-control procedures ☁involve
by systemsstaff non-systemsstaff
 Costs are incurred only in designing Costs are incurred for each project
the process, not for each project :       

original specification. The techniques used include system and
acceptance testing, and a post-implementation review. Few,if
any, quality checks were carried out at intermediate stages of the
developmentprocess. This approach to systems quality assurance
is concerned only with checkingthat the final system meets the
original requirements, and not with the overall process by which
the product is developed. The result is often that the system
delivered meets neither the users☂ requirements nor their
expectations, in terms of functionality, operational performance,
usability, development cost, and delivery date. The defects
discovered when thefinal system is inspected are often caused
by mistakes madeat the early stages of the development process
♥ the requirements-definition stage, for example.
To overcome the shortcomings of this approach to assuring
systems quality, many systems development departments have
been encouraged, by the availability of methods andtools, to
concentrate on improving the effectiveness of the development
process. These methods and tools makeit possible to enforce a
standard approach to development and make it easier to check
the quality of the software at various stages of its development.
In this way, the quality of the software being developed can be
checked at each stage. The stages of the life cycle required to
complete a project, from initiation to completion, are precisely
defined, as are the deliverables to be producedat each stage. The
deliverables can then be checked before development staff
proceed to the next stage. Instead of the whole product being
inspected onceat the endof the process,it is reviewed in smaller,
more easily examinable pieces, during its development. In this
way, defects can be detected earlier and corrected before the
software is delivered to the users.

The role of many systems quality-assurance departments today
is to define the developmentprocess that will be used and to carry
out the quality-control checks at the end of each development
stage. The development procedures, and the procedures for
carrying out the checks, are usually defined in great detail and
enshrined in the ☁systems development standards manual☂. The
quality-assurance staff themselves are perceivedas ☁policemen☂,
whose main role is to ensure that the proceduresare followed and
that those who break the rules are identified.
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Manyorganisations have found this an inadequate approach to
improving the quality of systems. Indeed, many would argue that
the existence of such quality-assurance departments hinders,
rather than helps, the development of new systems;all that has
been achievedis the creation of an additional layer of bureaucracy
concerned with enforcing standards, ensuring that rigid pro-
cedures are followed, and insisting that lengthy checklists are
completed.
Thedifficulty arises becausetraditional systems quality-assurance
concepts are based on too narrow a definition of systems quality.
The procedures described above are concerned with ensuring that
the final system has the specifiedfunctionality; this is insufficient
to ensure that the system meets the users☂ real needs. Other
equally important aspects of quality, such as the quality of the
user interface, the operational performance of the system, the
ease with which the system can be modified to meet changing
business requirements, and the quality of the documentation, are
largely ignored by conventional approaches to systems quality
assurance.
For the purposesof this paper, we therefore define a high-quality
system as one that ☁☁conformsto users☂ expectations, in terms of
its functionality, its operational performance, the way in which
it is constructed, its ease of use, and the documentation that is
supplied withit☂☂. Two featuresof this definition are particularly
important: the emphasis on users☂ expectations, and the fact that
quality is not limited to the softwareitself. It is the entire package
♥ the software, documentation, manuals, training, and user-
support ♥ that determines the users☂ satisfaction and thus their
perception of the quality of the software. This definition, does
of course, encompass traditional concepts of systems quality ♥
in particular, the need to produce software to budget with the
minimum numberof errors. However, the emphasis on the way
the software is constructedis recognition of the fact that quality
in software is also a matter of how easyit is to modify and ex-
tend systems to meet changing business requirements, and how
well systems can meet performancecriteria.

AN APPROACH BASED ON A BROADER
DEFINITION OF SYSTEMS QUALITY
WILL PRODUCE BETTER RESULTS
Adopting a broader definition of systems quality will, of course,
have wide-ranging implications both for the systems department
andfor the organisation as a whole.It will not be possible simply
to extend the responsibilities of conventional systems quality-
assurance departments to include all the aspects of our wider
definition of systems quality. This would require an even larger
numberof ☁policemen☂ to enforce the quality-control procedures
and checks, which would be unacceptable, both in termsof cost,
and in termsof the bureaucratic demandsthat it would place on
systems developmentstaff.
Instead, we recommendthat existing quality-assurance depart-ments be replaced by a small quality-management group whose
primeroleis to be the drivingforce for creating a ☁quality culture☂
both within the systems department and within the departmentsthat use its services, and to act as the quality ☁champion☂ by

Quality-assurance departments
sometimes hinder, rather than
help, new systems development

A broaderdefinition of quality
is required
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The drive for better-quality
systems depends on
the commitment of

individual staff

  Cox & Partners Limited 1989

overseeing a quality-management programme. One of the group☂s
early tasks will be to create a set of guidelines that will form the
basis of all the department☂s efforts to improvethe quality of the
systems it develops. These guidelines will provide advice about
whenandhow to use systems quality-control techniques, but they
will extend far beyond these to cover the broader aspects of
quality that we discussed above.
Tt will not be the responsibility of the quality-managementgroup
to carry out quality-control checksitself nor, indeed, to ensure
that the guidelinesare being followed; on the contrary, the group
will arrange for as much of the responsibility as possible to be
devolved to project managers andtheir teams. The department☂s
drive for better-quality systems must centre on makingindividual
developmentstaff responsible for producing quality output. For
this approach to be successful, everyonein the systems depart-
ment must therefore be committed to it, and take responsibility
for the quality of his or her own contribution to systems develop-
ment. The advantages of such an approachare obvious.It is not,
however, easy to achieve in practice.

PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
In this paper, we propose an alternative to the conventional
systems quality-assurance approach,based on our broaderdefini-
tion of systems quality. Our proposals take the form of ☁best prac-
tice☂ guidelines because, as yet, there is no comprehensive method
that takes accountofall of the aspects of systems quality implied
by our definition. The guidelines should be used by systems
managers who have responsibility for the development and
implementation of application systems, and for ensuring their
quality.
In our proposed approach, the quality-management groupis the
key to the success of a quality-managementprogrammebased on
our extended definition of quality. In Chapter 2, we describe the
shortcomings of existing systems quality-assurance concepts and
show howthe current narrow focus on functionality needs to be
expandedto include operational performance,technical quality,
and the userinterface. In Chapter 3, we explain howthecase for
establishing a quality-management programme can be made. The
four main steps are to review theexisting situation, to define the
objectives of a new approach,to devise a plan for achieving them,
and to estimate the costs and benefits that can be expected.
Therole and responsibilities of the quality-management group are
described in Chapter 4. Its main tasks are to define quality
guidelines and development standards, to support development
staff in the quest for quality, and to establish a programmefor
measuring the quality of application systems. Without such a pro-
gramme,it will be impossible to monitor the success of the quality-
management programme.

RESEARCH SOURCES
We conducted telephone interviews, based on a structured
questionnaire, with 14 organisations forming a representative
sample of PEP members. (The questions asked are listed in
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Figure 1.3.) In addition, we interviewed 15 employeesin three
PEP memberorganisations, about their experience of ensuring
quality in software. The questions were similar to those used in
the telephone survey but a much greater emphasis was placed
upon the individual☂s experience of implementing quality pro-
grammeswithin his or her organisation. The overall experiences
of these three organisations are set out as case histories later in
this paper.
 

Figure 1.3 Questions asked during telephoneinterviews with PEP
members

Whatdo you believe to bethe objectives of quality in systems development?
Whatdo you believe to be the main methodsof quality assurance?
Whatdo youbelieve to be the main methods of quality control?
Do you currently measure the quality of your applications? If so, how, and who
measures them?
Has quality been a problem in recently completed applications?
Have you recently attempted to improve quality in systems development:
♥ Byforming a quality-assurance group?
♥ By adopting new methods,tools, or organisational structures?
♥ By educating developmentstaff and users?
♥ By adopting quality plans?
♥ By adopting quality techniques?
♥ By adopting quality measurements?
♥ By improving testing procedures?
♥ Byformalising customerrelationships?
♥ By other means?
What benefits do you expect to achieve by improving quality:
♥ Improved usersatisfaction?
♥ Lower maintenance costs?
♥ Lower computer costs?
♥ More effective applications for the organisation?
♥ Easier-to-use applications?
♥ Longer-lasting applications?
♥ Lower development costs?
♥ Other benefits?
How would you measure the expected benefits?   
We also reviewed the publishedliterature on the topic of systems
quality assurance to ensure that we were fully conversant with
recent developments in the theory and practice of quality
programmes.
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Chapter 2

Systems quality concepts
need to be extended

Before examining the shortcomings of existing systems quality-
assurance concepts, and suggesting ways of extending them,it
is instructive to review the more general standards that already
exist in the field of quality assurance, and to see how these might
be applied in the context of applications software development.

GENERAL QUALITY-ASSURANCE STANDARDS CAN
BE APPLIED TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Various national and international organisations have defined
general quality-assurance standards.In the United Kingdom,the
most widely used of these is British Standard 5750 Part 1, which
is identical to ISO Standard 9001. These standardsare entitled
☜Quality Systems ♥ Model for quality assurance in design/
development, production,installation and servicing☂☂. (Note that
the word ☁systems☂ here is used in its widest sense; it does not
mean information systems.) They specify the minimum
requirements in 19 different areas, including:
♥ Quality system: To comply with the standards, organisations

must establish, document, and maintain an effective and
economical quality system to ensure that their products
conform to the specified requirements. The system must
include quality-managementobjectives, policies, organisation,
and procedures.

♥ Organisation: The responsibility for functions affecting
quality must be delegated to specific personnel, who must
havethe authority to identify and evaluate quality problems,
andtoinitiate, recommend,and provide effective solutions.

♥ Review procedures: The quality system must be periodically
and systematically reviewed to ensure its continued
effectiveness.

♥ Work instructions: The organisation must develop and
maintain clear and complete documented instructions that
prescribe how the requirements are to be communicated to
those performing the work.

♥ Records: Records must be developed and maintained to
demonstrate that the required quality is being achieved and
that the quality system is operating effectively.

British Standard 5750 Part 1 is based on the concept of a separate
quality-management group that is responsible for developing
quality proceduresand guiding staff in the use of the procedures.
Otherstandardsrelate specifically to the achievement of quality
in software. In the United Kingdom, the best knownis probably
DEF STAN 00-16, published by the Ministry of Defence, and
entitled ☁☜☁Guide to the Achievement of Quality in Software☂.
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Although it provides specific guidance on the methods and
procedures necessary to establish confidence in the quality of
software used in military applications, it is likely to be useful in
other types of computer applications too.
DEF-STAN 00-16 begins by defining the precontractual
arrangements (specifying the customers☂ requirements, the
proposal that responds to those requirements, the procurement
specification, software life-cycle management planning, and
planning for software quality). It sets out codes of practice and
software quality-assurance procedures under the following
headings:
♥ Project management.
♥ Design techniques and methods.
♥ Programming techniques and methods.
♥ Software development facilities.
♥ Documentation.
♥ Configuration management.
♥ Design review.
♥ Tests andtrials.
♥ Transfer to customer.
♥ Post-design services/maintenance.
♥ Subcontractors.
In this quality standard, the emphasis is on ensuring that systemsdevelopment standards are adhered to and that the softwareproduced meets the agreed functional specification. It is writtenin the form ofa series of checklists to be followed, and thereforeprovides pragmatic advice on the steps that can be taken toassuring quality within the systems development department.However, its scope is narrowerthan that of BS 5750 Part 1. Webelieve that to perceive systems quality simply in terms ofensuring that the functional requirements are met is toorestrictive. The wider view, envisaged in BS 5750, is moreappropriate.

SYSTEMS QUALITY DEPENDS ON MORE THANMEETING FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Today, most systems quality-assurance procedures are designedto ensure that the functionality provided by applications softwaremeets the users☂ requirements. However, even where the qualityof the system is checked at intermediate stages of thedevelopmentlife cycle to ensure that the finished product doesmeetthe functional requirements, it maystill be regarded as beingof poor quality by the user community. This is because the quality-assurance procedures do not take account of the users☂ needs inother areas ♥ operational performance, ease of use, and the easewith which the system can be modified are obvious examples.Figure 2.1 describes how oneorganisation with a conventionalquality-assurance function is realising that it needs to take abroader view of systems quality. i
Analyses of users☂ expectations forapplications software havebeen carried out by Barry W Boehm and his colleagues. In their

Quality-assurance procedures
need to deal with more than
functional requirements
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Figure 2.1 Conventional quality assuranceis not sufficient to guarantee

the quality of systems

Insurance company
This organisation has a large systems department, with more than 100 development
staff. The quality-assurance function resides within the systems department andis
staffed by three people ♥ a manager and two project managers. Thereis a well
established quality-assurance culture, based on a comprehensive codeof practice
that covers methods, techniques, and the use of tools. The code of practice was
developed four years ago and is updated annually.
Atthe start of a project, user expectations are documented on a project-authorisation
form. This includes a quality plan, although in mostcases, the plan indicates only
that the codeof practice will be followed. Systems developmentstaff believe that a
more detailed statement of quality objectives is desirable becauseit would enhance
the value of postimplementation reviews.
The quality-assurancestaff are invited by a user or a departmental managerto review
application systemsat regularintervals. Aninitial review can take several weeks, and
the actions agreedarefollowed up later. Because of the number of development
staff, the quality-assurancestaff are very busy. However,they usually carry out reviews
when a problemis detected rather than at predetermined stagesin the development
life cycle, even though theyrealise that scheduled reviews are a better meansof
detecting problemsearlier in the development process. External consultants have
also been employed, with considerable success,to review particular projects, both
from a business and a technical viewpoint.
The quality-assurance manager considers that quality assurance basedsolely on
controlling and reviewing the developmentprocessis insufficient to provide the quality
required ♥ in particular, for the business aspects of a system.The existing procedures
meanthatinsufficient attention is paid at the beginning of a project to issues such
as the feasibility of changing work practices in user departments. Manyof the quality-
control reviews carried out at present are concerned with technical issues ♥ for
example, program walkthroughs require up to 25 per centof the programming effort.
To progress beyond this to a wider quality-management programme, senior
management mustlendtheir support to giving quality assurance greater prominence
throughout the organisation. This support is now being sought.
The quality-assurance managertold usthathis aim is to make users responsible for
quality in systems developmentprojects by providing them with a code of practice
and making them accountable for the business successofthe projects. He believes
that, when the wider quality-management programmeisin place, his departmentwill
need fewerstaff because the quality-assurance process will be an integral part of
the whole organisation.  
 

early work, Characteristics of Software Quality (published by
Oxford: North Holland in 1978), they identified a large number
of software characteristics that contribute to users☂ overall
perceptions of software quality.
Webelieve that four of these characteristics are particularly
important: functional requirements, operational performance,
technical features, and ease of use. By defining and meeting
quality objectives specified in terms of these characteristics, it will

There are four characteristics be possible to build application systems that the user community
of software quality regardsas high-quality. Although the functional requirementsof

a system are generally defined in great detail, the other three
characteristics are often ignored in systemsspecifications. These
characteristics are usually determined by ad hoc decisions made
at the analysis and programming stages.
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The functional requirements define what the application system
has to do, down tothe levelof describing the data to be entered,

Functional requirements define the rules for deciding whetherto accept or reject the data, and
what the application system the processing to be performed once the data has been accepted.

has to do Most systemsspecifications contain adequate functional require-
ments, andit is relatively straightforward to assess the quality
of a system in terms of how well it meets these.
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
The operational-performance characteristics of a system define
the expected performancein termsof responsetimes(for online
systems), and the elapsed time required to perform specific
processing loads for batch systems. If these characteristics are
defined at the outset, the quality of the final system can be
assessed against them. However, the objectives should be set
bearing in mind special factors that will degrade performance,
such as peak processing loads or changes in workload.
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Thetechnical features of a system relate to the way the software
itself is constructed. The technical quality of a system can be
specified in termsof its mean time betweenfailures, the ease with
whichit can be maintained and extended, howeasyit is to change
the basic system by parameters specified at run time, for example,
and how easy it is to re-use parts of the software in other
applications. Checklists should be constructed for each of these
characteristics, and used to assess the technical quality of the
software. Figure 2.2 shows a sample checklist for assessing how
easy it will be to extend a particular application.
 

Figure 2.2 Technical quality: a checklist for assessing how easyit will
be to extend a system

This checklist can be used to assess howeasyit will be to modify or extend a system☂s
existing computational and/or data-storagelimits (field sizes, record length, file sizes,
and so on).
System characteristics indicating that modifications or extensionswill be easy
♥ The system allows key parameters to be modified at run time. It should also

validate the run-time entries to ensure they are within allowable boundaries.
♥ The documentation adequately describes what constraints of the system may

be altered and howto doit.
♥ The system specifically tests for each code that can be input to the system, so

that any codenot explicitly recognised by the system is rejected.
♥ There are enoughfields of an adequatesize to allow for reasonable growth.
System characteristics indicating that modifications or extensions will be
difficult
♥ Parameters are codedinto the program logic.
♥ Files are sequential or index-sequential.
♥ Low-level protocols are used for network communications.
♥

_

Incompatibilities between system modules have been resolved by linking them
via specially written programs.

(Adapted from: ☜The Quest for Quality☂, published in Datamation, March 1, 1985)   
EASE OF USE
The increasing use of PC-based software packages by the usercommunity has raised users☂ expectations considerably about easeof use. Despite this, mainstream applicationsarestill developedthat users find boring, tedious, or difficult to use. A poor orinadequate user interface can meanthat a system is regarded as
being of poor quality even though it meetsall of the functionalrequirements, has high operational performance, and istechnically sound. '
The quality of a system therefore depends also on its user-interface characteristics. For example, the quality of the user

10

Performanceis defined in terms
of response times and elapsed
time required to perform
processing loads

Technical features relate to the
way software is constructed

The characteristics of the user
interface are a determinant
of quality
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Different types of application
will have a different

☁quality profile☂
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interface might be specified in general terms as one that provides
clear, unambiguous messagesfor users, that requires the minimum
numberof keystrokes to be used, that provides a rapid response
time, and that has simple, unambiguous error-recovery pro-
cedures. These general terms can then be defined in moredetail.
Clear messagesfor users might be defined in terms of clear com-
mand prompts, and the existence of a help facility, a tutorial
mode, a terse mode, audio responses, and pointers to the most
likely next activity. Specifying the user-interface characteristics
in these termswill allow the quality of the user interface to be
defined and assessed.

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS HAVE DIFFERENT
QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
The full requirements for an application system can be defined
in terms of the four types of system characteristics described
above, and the extent to which these requirements are met pro-
vides an indication of the quality of the system.It is important
to remember, however, that users☂ perceptions of quality are
determined largely by their expectations. Different types of
application are used by different types of user with different
expectations. The implication is that the relative emphasis given
to each of the four types of system characteristics will vary
accordingto the type of application. For some typesof application,
its quality will be judged largely on the quality of the user
interface; for others, it will be judged largely on the technical
quality of the software.
Different types of application will therefore have a different
☁quality profile☂, which can be expressed diagrammatically, as
shown in Figure 2.3, overleaf. Transaction-processing appli-
cations, for example, require a high level of technical quality, and
high levels of operational performance, whereas the quality of
an accounting package is determined much more by how well it
meets the functional requirements and by the quality of its user
interface.
The different quality profiles also imply that different emphases
are required on checking the quality of the software product being
produced andonassuring the quality of the development process
itself. Ensuring that the software meets the functional require-
ments requires a heavy emphasis on quality-control checksas the
softwareis developed. High technical quality and good operational
performanceare determined moreby the quality of the develop-
mentprocess. Figure 2.4, overleaf, showsthe relative emphasis
on product and process quality required for each of the four
system characteristics.
In general, greater emphasis on product quality will increase the
cost of developing an application because it will be necessary to
carry out a greater numberof, and more extensive, quality-control
checks. Greater emphasis on process quality means that sub-
stantial initial effort is put into defining a formal development
process and ensuring that it is followed. However, emphasising
process quality will result in better-designed and more flexible
software.

ital
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Figure 2.3 Different types of applications havedifferent quality profiles

The characteristics of a system can be expressed in terms of the functional
requirements, operational performance,technical quality, and ease of use. The quality
of a system can be assessed in terms of how well the software matches these
characteristics. The relative emphasis of eachof the characteristics will be different
for different types of application.

 

Transaction-processing

 

 

 

U

Screen-based information retrieval Accounting package

F = Functional requirements T = Technical quality
P = Operational performance U = Easeof use
 

 

Figure 2.4 Different system characteristics require different emphases
on product and process quality 
 

  
QUALITY ASSURANCE SHOULD BE APPLIED THROUGHOUTTHE DEVELOPMENTLIFE CYCLE
Most systems development departments realise that it is notsufficient to check the quality of applications software once only,at the end of the developmentlife cycle. Errors or mistakesdiscoveredas a system is implemented may have been caused byan error maderight at the beginningof the developmentprocess,and will be very expensive to correct because much of the work
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already done will have to be redone. Barry Boehm states in
Software Engineering Economics (published in 1982 by Prentice
Hall) that the cost of correcting an analysis error at the
maintenance stage is 100 times more thanthe cost of detecting
and correcting the error immediately. Other research indicates
that the cost of correcting an error madeearly in thelife cycle
increases exponentially, the longer it remains undetected (see
Figure 2.5).
 
Figure 2.5 The cost of detecting an error made at the requirements-

definition stage increases exponentially as the development
life cycle progresses

Relative cost
to correct error

100

10

 

 Requirements
definition

Design Coding Testing Release (Source: Computer Weekly, June 23, 1988)  
 

These problems can be overcome by applying quality assurance
at each stage of the developmentlife cycle. To achieve this means
that the stages of the life cycle must be clearly defined, so that
quality checks can be carried out at the end of eachstage. In this
way, errors can be detected as they occur and can be corrected
at minimum cost.
The deliverables at the end of each stage should be specified in
detail and should reflect thefour types of system characteristics
described earlier in this chapter. The quality of the application
system being developed can then be assured by checking that the
work delivered conformsto the specification. Figure 2.6, overleaf,
showsthe deliverables that may be specified for various stages
of the life cycle.

DEVELOPMENT STAFF SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE QUALITY OF THEIR WORK
The extended concepts of systems quality described earlier in this
chapter imply that far more quality-control checkswill have to
be carried out thanhastypically been thecase. One solution would
be to increase the number of staff employed in conventional
quality-assurance departments and make them responsible for
ensuring that development staff are obeying the rules and for
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Figure 2.6 Deliverables mustbe specified for each stage of the
developmentlife cycle so that quality checks can be made

 

Development stage Sample deliverables E
Feasibility study Projectscope; analysis of current system; project

plan and justification
 

 

Logical system design System flowchart; logic charts;illustrative outputs
 User procedure design User manuals and examples
 

Computer procedure File layouts; test requirements
 

 

design
Program design Structure chart; source code; object code;test

results
System evaluation Estimated vs actual (costs, timescales,effort,    benefits, and so on)
 

(Adapted from: ☁Improving the Productivity of EDP Systems Development☂, published   in Systems Development, September 1988)
 

checking the quality of the work they produce. In our view,
however, this solution would be unworkable, because the
inevitable bureaucracy would be very expensive and might well
be resisted by developmentstaff.
Webelieve that the answer is to make each memberof staff in
the systems department personally responsible for the quality of
the workhe or she produces.The aim should be to create a ☁quality
culture☂ so that quality is ☁a wayoflife☂ for all staff. Creating such
a culture requires a commitmentto quality from the organisation☂s
top management and takes a good deal of time and effort, but
it produces two main benefits: the quality of the products is
improved,andthe cost of assuring quality is minimised, because
it is not necessary to employ a vast army of quality-control
inspectors.
The advantages of a quality culture (albeit it in a manufacturing
environment) are illustrated by the experience of Datsun at its
car assembly plant in the north-east of England. Datsun has
deliberately set out to create a quality culture at this factory, and
producescarsthat are of a high quality. It does this with a smaller
proportion of quality-control staff than most other car
manufacturers. Japanese companies in general have built quality
cultures by ensuring that staff have the opportunity to work on
different stages of the production process. Doing this ensures that
staff experience all facets of the work and, eventually, gain
knowledgeof the complete process. This means that, when they
are working at a particular stage, they understand the con-
sequences of defects introduced at earlier stages. It also means
that they are in a better position to make recommendations for
improving the process, and are able to check the quality of the
product at each stage in the process.

Suppose, for example, that the production processhas five stages
(A, B, C, D, and E). Staff working on stage B wouldbe in position
to review the output from stage A; staff working on stage C would
be able to review the output from both stage A andstage B;staff
working on stage E would be able to review the outputs from

14
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All staff are involved in checking
the quality of a product

at all stages
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stages A, B, C, and D. The cycle is completed because the output
from stage E can be reviewed by the staff who work on stage A.
If this concept is takento its logical conclusion, there is no need
to employ separate quality-control inspectors becauseall staff are
involved in checking the quality of the productat all stages. The
major benefit of this approach is that the staff working on the
production process no longer perceive quality to be the respon-
sibility of a separate quality-control group.
In a systems-development context, the way to apply these prin-
ciples is to establish a quality-management programme, whichis
coordinated and administered by a quality-management group.
Quality-control techniques will still be used as part of the pro-
gramme. The emphasis, however,is on encouraging individual
development staff to use the techniques and to take personal
responsibility for producing quality software. In the next chapter,
weexplain how thecasefor a establishing a quality-management
programme can be made.
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Chapter 3

Making thecase for a quality-managementprogramme

Establishing a quality-management programme means changingreporting lines and the way people do their work. These changestake time to implement and to become effective, andinitially,cause extra costs to be incurred. Asa result, it may not be possibleto achieve an immediate payback from a quality-managementprogramme, and manyorganisations thereforefindit difficult tomakethe case for introducing one. Instead, as Figure 3.1 shows,they concentrate on attaining greater software quality throughthe use of systems development techniquesandtools, andfail totackle the larger, and more fundamental, organisationalissues.
 

Figure 3.1 In recent systems development, PEP members have selectedvarious ways of improving quality

Method of improving Number of members who havequality used method

Adopt new methods

Adopt new tools

Improvetesting procedures
Educate development
staff/users
Formalise customer
relationships
Adoptquality plans
Form quality-assurance
group
Adopt quality techniques
Adopt new organisational
structure
Adoptquality measurements

 
(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP members)   

Norisit sufficient to establish a quality-management programmefor the systems department alone. Unless the department☂s☁customers☂ (that is, the user community) have the same overall Ideally, a quality-managementcommitmentto quality, and understand the tradeoffs that can be programmeshould bemade between quality and costs or timescales it will be difficult, corporate-wideif not impossible, to develop high-quality application systems. Aquality-management programme for the systems department,
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is essential

therefore, should ideally be part of a corporate-wide quality-
management programme. Figure 3.2 describes the experience of
an organisation where this has been achieved.
 Figure 3.2 Ideally, the quality-management programme for systems

should be part of a wider corporate programmefor quality

Mineral exploration group
Quality is a strategic objective for all the business activities of this organisation. A
steering group is responsible for quality throughout the group, and a manageris
responsible for the quality-managementinitiative in each company. Heor sheis the
focal point for quality, managing a network of quality-management groups, and
establishing new ones wherever they are required.
Wetalked to the IT quality-managementgroupthatis staffed by a full-time quality
managerandfive staff. Finding suitablestaff for quality managementisdifficult because
they need to have a rangeofskills. Both personal characteristics and communications
skills are important as quality-assurancestaff needto influence and persuade people.
They also need wide business and technical expertise in order to be credible and
to be ableto initiate management changes.
TheIT quality:management group provides two major servicesto IT projects ♥ advice
onprojectstart-up and a quality review. The quality-assurance programmeis itself
reviewedin the light of the feedback received from both typesof service.
Project managers are not obliged to use the projectstart-up service, although they
usually do because they are given sound advice about planning a newproject. The
memberof the quality:management group who workswith the project manageris
himself an experienced project manager. Thestart-up service is based on a checklist
of questionsthat is reviewed to ensurethatall tasks have been identified and that
all project risks have been assessed.
Quality reviews are carried out during the project by two people ♥ a quality-assurance
specialist and an independentexpert. The review takes a week: six weeksafter the
review, the quality-management group checksthat the agreed actions have been
carried out.
The managerof the IT quality-assurance grouptold us that a major objective was
to move towards a quality-management approach that would embraceall business
functions ♥ notonly projects that have an identifiable goal. The aim is gradually to
changetheculturein the business so that management is increasingly aware of the
need for quality.
The IT project managers recognise the value of quality assurance to their projects.
Assistance with planning atprojectinitiation andtheability of the quality-:management
groupto resolvedifficult problems by getting senior management involved are quoted
as particular advantages.  
 

For these reasons, senior managementin an organisation must be
fully committed to the establishment of a quality-management
programme. The case for a programme must therefore include
indications of the organisational implications, the timescale of
implementing the programme,andthe likely costs and benefits,
which may be difficult to define. We recommend a phased
approachthat begins with a review of the shortfalls of the current
situation.

REVIEW THE EXISTING SITUATION
The first step in making the case for establishing a quality-
management programmeis to review the existing procedures and
processes usedfor software developmentto identify those aspects
of a quality programme that exist and those that do not. To
perform the review effectively, staff experienced in project
management, quality assurance, and software development are
required. If the relevant experience is not available in-house,
external consultants should be engaged. The review should cover
poth developmentissues and the wider aspects of software quality
within the organisation.
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Those carrying out the review should identify whether quality-
assurance and quality-control techniques are used elsewherein
the companyand, if so, what measurements of quality are used.
They should examine the effectiveness of the planning and control
mechanisms used for systems development, identify the tools and
methods used andthelife-cycle stages used in the development
process, and assess the current departmental structure, high-
lighting both its strengths and its weaknesses. The types of
development projects undertaken should be broadly classified in
termsofsize, application type, complexity, and team size, because
it is these that determine the organisational structure and
development process that will be appropriate.
The quality (or lack of quality) of application systems producedby the existing procedures and processes can be assessed in termsof time and cost overruns, the amount of rework and maintenancerequired, and the degree to which systems meet users☂ require-ments.It is likely that the current approachis failing to meet theorganisation☂s expectations in one or moreof these areas. Specificexamples should be quoted to support the case for a quality-management programme ♥ the number of errors found perthousand lines of code, for example. Evidence such as thisprovides an indication of the inadequacy of the current approach,although it does not necessarily mean that a quality-managementprogrammewill solve the problem. The case will be stronger ifevidence can also be supplied of where errors originally occur inthe life cycle and what the cost is of allowing them to remainundetected until muchlaterin the life cycle. A quality-manage-ment programmewill allow the errors to be detected soon afterthey occur, thereby reducing substantially the cost of correctingthem (see Figure 2.5).

DEFINE THE OBJECTIVES OF THEQUALITY-MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
The findings of the review need to be analysed against theperceived lack of quality in application systems. The aim is toidentify those areas of the current development procedures andprocesses that are the root cause of poor quality, so that a quality-management programmecanbe designed to address those areas.As Figure 3.3 shows, different organisations have differentperceptions of what constitutes a quality system although overall,the need to meet users☂ requirementsis regarded by PEP membersas particularly important.
Thus, for many organisations, the main objective of a quality-management programmewill be to produce systems that are abetter fit with users☂ requirements. For others, the objective willbe to produce morereliable systems that require less maintenance.For someorganisations, particularly those that produce software- that will be sold as commercial products to government depart-ments, the main objective in establishing a quality-managementprogramme might be to demonstrate that they are complying witha national or international standard for quality assurance.
Meeting these objectives will no doubt imply certain changes andthese must be clearly identified. They arelikely to be mainly ofan organisational nature ♥ in particular, the need to create a
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The implementation plan must
have the full backing of

development staff
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 Figure 3.3 Delivering a system that meets the user☂s needsis
considered the most important indication of quality

Number of members quoting item as
important indication of qualityIndication of quality

System meets user☂s needs

System has good technical
characteristics
System is more reliable and requires
less maintenance
System has a goodfit with original
specification, and was delivered on
time, and within budget
System has a knownlevelof
reliability
System makes greater use of more
innovative information technology for
better performance
System is developedinless time
overall
System is developed using fewer
staff
System meets the organisation☂s
needs

System can be sold to other
organisations

 

  (Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP members)
 

quality-managementgroup.(Therole and responsibilities of such
a group are describedin detail in the next chapter.) The require-
ments for additional staff or funds should also be identified.

Sometimes, the changes may be required to demonstrate con-
formance with national or international quality-assurance
standards. Even wherethisis notthe case, the proposed changes
should identify the quality-assurance standards that are to be
adopted. In other organisations, the changes might be concerned
with the introduction of new systems development techniques and
tools. These, too, should be described when makingthe case for
establishing a quality-management programme.

DEVISE AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The plan for implementing the quality-management programme
should identify the majoractivities to be performed,the time they
will take, and the resources required to carry them out. The
programmeshould beappliedinitially to pilot projects. Once the
lessons from these pilots have been learnt and the programme
amended accordingly, it can be extended gradually to cover all
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projects. It is essential that the proposed implementation plan has
full backing and support from all the developmentstaff, from its
inception. Inevitably, the quality-management programme will
require development staff to adopt new working practices and
procedures. The soonerpotential resistance to the changes can
be reduced, the easier it will be to implement the programme.

IDENTIFY THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE
QUALITY-MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
The costs and benefits of introducing a quality-management
programmeneedto beclearly identified. The costs of a quality-
management programmecan be divided into three main types:
♥ Prevention costs, which result from action taken to

investigate, prevent, or reduce defects and failures. They
include the costs of reviewing existing systems and theresources required to develop and update the programme.

♥ Assessmentcosts, which include the resources necessary toimplement the quality-control procedures (such as reviewsand planning) and the costs associated with the quality-managementgroup☂s involvement with developmentprojects.
♥ Failure costs, which are those incurred to overcome problemscaused by

a

failureto attain the required quality. These arethe costs incurred by the use of additional resources to reduceextended timescales, overcome customerdissatisfaction, andprovide higher levels of support.
Othercosts include the cost of training development staff in theuse of the quality guidelines and the cost of maintaining thedevelopmentstandards. Thetotalcosts of a quality-managementprogrammetherefore include far more than the direct staff costsof the quality-management group. A paperin the January 1982edition of Communications of the ACM estimates that once therequirementsof a quality-management programmeare imposed,the cost of a developmentproject can double. This stems largelyfrom the requirement to produce project documentation thatachieves the desired standard of quality. However, the paper doesnot take accountof the lower maintenancecosts that should resultfrom better-quality documentation.
There are considerable benefits, both tangible and intangible, tobe gained from a quality-management programme. The tangiblesystems-development benefits come in two main forms: reducedlife-cycle costs and reduced support costs. Once a quality-management programmeis established, the resulting applicationssoftware should require substantially less maintenance effort,which, today, can represent50 per cent or more of total life-cyclecosts.
Contrary to the evidence quoted above, which suggests that aquality-management programmecan increase some elements ofdevelopmentcosts, many organisations report that the totallife-cycle costs, and timescales, are reduced by establishing such aprogramme.British Rail, for example, reports that, two-and-a-halfyears after the introduction of a quality-management programme,total developmentcosts were reduced by between 26 and 40 percent, and developmenttimescales by 16 per cent. The apparent

The costs of a quality-manage-
ment programme are of
three main types

Considerable benefits can
be gained from a quality-
management programme
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contradiction arises, we believe, because of different definitions
of whatis included as part of developmentactivities. A quality-
management programme usually requires more time and effort
to be putinto the earlier stages of the development process. The
benefits are gained at the coding, testing, and maintenance stages,
where time andeffort are reduced substantially because the better
designs created contain fewererrors that have to be resolved at
these later stages.
Another tangible benefit arising from a quality-management
programmeis that the resulting higher-quality software can often
be re-usedin other applications, reducing the cost and improving
the reliability of subsequent applications. Software modules
developed under a quality-management programme can often
form thebasis of a library of modules that can easily be re-used,
thereby reducing the overall costs of systems development.
For those organisations that supply software products on a
commercial basis, the introduction of a quality-management
programmethat enables them to conform with quality-assurance
standards may enable them to broaden their customer base.
Increasingly, software purchasers, particularly in the government
sector, are insisting that their suppliers can demonstrate that they
comply with quality-assurance standards such as BS 5750Part 1.
Theintangible benefits of a quality-management programmearise
from better control of the developmentprocess, leading to systems
of a known quality being produced. This means that the whole
process of producing applications is more predictable andless
risky. In addition, better-quality systems will result in more-
satisfied users, which will bring benefits both to the systems
department and to the organisation as a whole. The systems
department will benefit because it will be regarded by the user
community as moreprofessional and more responsivetoits needs.
The organisation will benefit because the user community will be
morewilling to use IT in general and will actively seek new ways
of exploiting computer systems for the good of the business.

In summary, the costs and benefits of a quality-management
programme are much widerthanthedirect costs associated with
a quality-management group and the reductions that can be
achieved in software development and maintenance costs and
timescales. The intangible costs and benefits are at least as
significant. The key to establishing a successful quality-
management programmeis to create a quality-managementgroup.
Weturn now to discuss the role and responsibilities of such a
group.
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A quality-management group is
the key to success

The quality-management programme should be run by a small
group of people ♥ the quality-managementgroup. Typically, there
will be no more than two people in the group for a systemsdevelopment department of up to 50 people, and three or fourshould be sufficient in a department of 200 or so developmentstaff. The role of the group is to ensure that quality guidelinesare established andtranslated into specific actions for individualprojects. While a quality-management group for the systemsdevelopment department can produce benefits in its own right,it will be even moreeffective if it is just one element of acorporate-wide quality-management programme.
In effect, the quality-management group acts as the ☁qualitychampion☂ within the systems department.Its role is not to policethe work of development staff to check that their work meetsthe relevant standards. Rather,it is to be instrumentalin creatinga quality culture throughout the department and to advise projectmanagers andtheir teams on producing software of increasinglyhigh quality. The existence of the group does not, in any way,absolve developmentstaff from their responsibilities for producinghigh-quality work. On the contrary,it is the responsibility of everyperson within a project team to ensure that his or her workis ofthe highest possible quality, at every stage of the developmentprocess. Figure 4.1 describes the experience of one organisationthat has applied these principles successfully.
To perform its role effectively, the quality-management groupmust be independent of individual development teams andprojects and mustreport at a sufficiently senior level, so that noconflicts of interests are created.It is therefore preferable for thegroupto report to the systemsdirector, rather than to the systemsdevelopment manager. In this way, it will be less easy tocompromise the quality of an application in order, for example,to reduce the developmenttimescales in response to commercialpressures, and the quality-management group will have greatercredibility with the user community.
The membersof the quality-management group must also havethe status and authority to earn the respect of developmentstaffat all levels. The best wayto achievethis is to use staff who havealready established themselves as seasoned and successful systemsdevelopers. In the past, it has been difficult to assign suchstaffto conventional quality-assurance departments because,at best,they saw the assignmentin terms of moving from being a ☁poacher☂to a ☁gamekeeper☂, and at worst, saw it as the end of their activesystems developmentcareers. This difficulty can be overcome byassigning the best development staff to work in the quality-managementgroup for 12 to 18 months, before returning to workon mainstream development activities.
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Membersof the group must be
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 Figure 4.1 Development staff should be responsible for checking the
quality of their own work

Retail organisation
The managersof this organisation, and in particular, the IT director, consider quality
to be extremely important. The systems department has invested considerableeffort
in improving the quality of all aspects of development work ♥ having recently
completed an 18-month projectto tailor a proprietary development method to suit
its own environment. The documentation describing the method and how to useit
is made available to developmentstaff online, using a text-retrieval system.
Priorto introducing the method,this organisation used quality-control checks on the
finished applications. These were carried out by separate operations-assurance and
systems-assurance groupsin the systems department. These groups have now been
disbanded becausetheycreateda bottleneckin the development process and were
expensive to run.
The aim nowis to devolvethe activities of quality control and assurance to project
teams,so that project managers are responsible for systems quality. The development
method defines, for each stage of the project, the specialised systems groupsthat
haveto be consulted to review and approve the documents produced. These groups
include user representatives as well as the data administrator, the systems architect,
and representatives from the information centre and operations function. The task
of the systemsarchitect is to ensure that the application being developedfits into
the overall application architecture.
The documentsare consideredin formal reviews, each of whichlasts for approximately
one-and-a-half hours. Approval must be givenat the review before the project can
proceed to the next stage. The review process is popular with developmentstaff
because problems are identified earlier and users are able to gain a better
understandingof the application as it develops. Changesinitiated as a result of a
quality-assurance review are handled as part of a change-control process. Feedback
from the reviewscanalso result in the development methoditself being amended.
The documentation is reviewed every six months so that any changes can be
incorporated.
The quality-managementprogrammein this organisationis still evolving. One difficulty
is that business demands sometimes take precedence over quality. However, by
involving users in quality assurance, users☂ expectations are better managed, and quality and costtrade-offs are better understood by users.  
 

However,it is essential that the staff assigned to the group are
not re-assigned temporarily to work on developmentactivities.
Because of the nature of their skills, there will be a temptation
to use them to resolve difficult, immediate, and urgent problems.
This temptation mustberesisted. It is important that the group
is seen to be a critical part of the systems department and that
its staff are committed and dedicated toit.
The activities of the quality-management group fall into three
main areas ♥ defining the guidelines for achieving quality
(including the definition of systems development procedures and
standards), supporting developmentstaff in the achievementof
quality, and measuring the quality that is actually achieved. The
measurements will be used to review the effectiveness of the
quality-managementprogrammeat regular intervals, and to make
recommendations for improvingit.

DEFINITION OF QUALITY GUIDELINES
The primary role of the quality-managementgroupis to define
the quality guidelines that form the framework within which all
applications are developed. They provide development staff with
clear rules for achieving quality in their work. They are also the
basic set of quality requirements against which the quality-
management group can evaluate the development of specific
applications.
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The quality guidelines are drawn up by the quality-management
group, but they are implemented and used by the individual
project managers. Project managersuse the guidelines to prepare
a quality plan (that is, a plan for achieving quality in the
application about to be developed), which is submitted to the
quality-managementgroup for approval.In effect, the quality plan
for a project forms a contract betweenthe project team and the
quality-management group.

The users of the system about to be developed also need to be
involved in the preparation of the quality plan. The quality
guidelines are translated into a quality service agreement between
the project team and the users. This agreement specifies the
characteristics of the system in terms of its functionality,
operational performance, technical content, and userinterface,
using terminology that is meaningful to the users.It is then used
by the developmentstaff to carry out quality-control checks as
the project progresses through the various stages of the develop-
ment life cycle. Individual quality service agreements do notnecessarily have to include every item describedin the guidelines.
Only the subset of the guidelines relevant to a particular project
need be considered.
Thus, the achievementof quality is inextricably linked with thesystems developmentprocessitself. For this reason, the quality-managementgroup should also be responsible for defining systemsdevelopment standards. The quality guidelines will thereforecover the following areas: systems development life cycle,developmentstandards andtools, organisational relationships, andquality-control techniques.
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENTLIFE CYCLE
The guidelines shouldindicate the stages of the developmentlifecycle and the likely deliverables at the end of each stage. Theproportionsof the total effort and elapsedtimeto be spent at eachstage should also be specified. When the guidelines are translatedinto a quality plan and quality service agreement, the precisedeliverables (including internal documentation) and budgets forthat project will be defined.
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND TOOLS
The development standards to be used within the systemsdepartment should be defined as part of the quality guidelines.The standards must coverall stages of the developmentlife cycleand must be applicabletoall types of application. When definingthe development standards, it is useful to consider the require-ments of formal quality-assurance standards (BS 5750 Part 1/ISO 9001, for example) and incorporate aspects of these into thedevelopment procedures and standards.
The standards should cover any conventions to be adhered to,such as field-naming or library-naming standards, and versionnumbers. They shouldalso define the change-control proceduresto be followed,at each stageofthelife cycle, for error reportingand fault correction. In addition, the standards should describethe development techniques and tools to be used at each stageof thelife cycle.
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The difficulties involved in defining usable software-development
standards should not be underestimated. Many organisations have
expendeda lot of effort defining standardsthat are rarely used.
There are a variety of reasonsfor this, but the most commonare:

Senior managers in the systems department do not support
the use of the standards.

♥ The standards do not cover all life-cycle stages or
developmentactivities.

♥ The standards are impractical or over-restrictive.
♥ The standards require huge amounts of documentation to be

produced.
♥ Theinstructions for using the standards are inadequate.
♥ Thestandards are obsolete because there is no procedure for

reviewing and updating them.

The quality-management group needsto give careful thought to
overcomingthese difficulties. For example, the developmentstaff
whowill use the standards should be involvedin defining them,
and clear instructions on how to use the standards should be
available to all developmentstaff, with advice about when certain
standardsare, and are not, applicable. The standards will need
to evolve if they are to remain useful. The quality-management
group should therefore ensure that the responsibilities for
defining, reviewing, and updating the standards are clearly
assigned.

ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
The quality guidelines should define the organisational relation-
ships between the quality-management group, the development
project teams, and the user community.In particular, the responsi-
bilities for producing documentation and for reviewing and
accepting the deliverables at each stage of the development life
cycle should be noted.

The relationship between development staff and users will
inevitably have to become more formal to take account of the
requirements of the quality-management programme. Quality
software cannot be achieved without the active involvement of
the user community, both in defining the bespoke quality service
agreement and in checking that the quality objectives are being
met as the project progresses. Users mustbeable to specify their
requirementsin termsof functionality, operational performance,
the levelof flexibility required to accommodate future changes
and enhancements, and the user interface. They must also be
aware of the implications on cost and timing if the requirements
are changed significantly before the development project is
complete.

The guidelines should also indicate how relationships with
subcontractors, who may be used to develop someorall of the
software, are to be organised and managed. Procedures will need
to be developedto ensure that subcontractors conform with the
quality guidelines.
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QUALITY-CONTROL TECHNIQUES
The quality guidelines should describe the quality-control
techniques available for use by developmentstaff at various stages
of the developmentlife cycle, and provide advice about when and
howto use them. Mostof the techniques are already widely used
by systems development staff. The most frequently used are
project reviews (sometimes knownas system audits), and walk-
throughs.
Formal reviews and audits have been used for a decade or more
and often involve users and staff from outside the systems
department. They have proved to be the most effective means
of identifying and correcting errors. One study by Michael Fagan
(reported in Writings of the Revolution, which was published by
Yourdon Press in 1982) found that peer reviews discovered
83 per cent of the errors detected during systems development;
conventional test runs discovered only 17 per cent of the errors.
Reviews can also be applied to operational systems, where they
might be used to assess:
♥ The impact of planned hardware and software changes.
♥ The quality of user, operating, and maintenance docu-mentation.
♥ Theacceptability to user departments of system inputs and

outputs.
A review is often more suitable for quality-assuring deliverablesproduced early in the developmentlife cycle. Reviews can alsobe used to ensure that documents are accurate and complete.Action points are noted during a review andare followed up later.
A walkthrough is a structured review of a system or programconducted with the originator☂s peers. Its success derives fromthe fact that the peers can spot flaws that the originatoris blindto and that managementis not aware of the errors discoveredduring the walkthrough. Although many people initially resist theidea of subjecting their work to peer review, they can bepersuaded of the advantages.
Another form of technical review is the inspection method, whichwas developed by Michael Fagan while he was working for IBMin the early 1970s. The method requires a team of people, eachof whomis assigned a specific role. An important feature of themethodis the use of checklists andstatistics about the errors tobe searchedfor. The result of an inspectionis an action report,and the inspection processis not complete until satisfactory actionhas been taken onall the points.

SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPMENTSTAFF
The responsibility for assuring the quality of a particular appli-cation system lies firmly with the development team itself.However, the quality-management group will need to providedevelopmentstaff with support as new projects are initiated,particularly in helping them to construct the quality plan and thequality service agreement. The group must also be prepared toprovide support on an ☁as-required☂ basis to help developmentstaff resolve quality-related problems that are proving to be

The quality guidelines shoulddescribe the quality-control
techniques available
for use

The quality-managementgroup
provides support as new
projects are initiated
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The quality-management group is
responsible for providing

training and education

A measurement programme is
essential if realistic quality

objectives are to be set
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particularly difficult (ensuring that user departments assign
appropriate staff to the project, for example).
The quality-managementgroupalso has a continuing responsibility
for providing training and education. One of the most important
aspects of this responsibility is to ensure that everyone in the
systems department has a common understanding of what is
meantby quality. We suggest that a dictionary of the terminology
used to describe systems quality be developed. For example,
acceptance testing might be defined in such dictionaryas: ☁☁Tests
conducted by usersat the end of the system test stage to ensure
that an application conformsto the standardsset in the quality
service agreement☂☂.
The education and training activities of the quality-management
group can be divided into three areas:
♥ regular series of presentations and discussions aimed at

making systems developmentstaff more generally aware of
quality-assurance practices and procedures. These sessions
would not necessarily be specific to systems quality assurance
but could, for example, be concerned with quality assurance
in the manufacturing or engineering industries.

♥ Training in howto use specific quality-control techniques,
such as walkthroughs or system audits.

♥ Training in how to use specific systems development tech-
niques and tools.

The quality-managementgroupis in an ideal position to identify
where development techniques and tools are not being used
effectively, and to define and providethetraining that will rectify
the situation.

MEASURING QUALITY
Measuring the quality of application systemsis not straightforward
or easy. Fewer than one-third of the organisations contacted
during the research had attempted to measure the quality of their
systems, and most of these used measures based on the number
of errors found or on budget variances against time and cost
estimates. Only one organisation was even contemplating using
quality measures based on factors other than time or cost. Other
organisations assess, rather than measure, the quality of their
applications, usually by system reviews and audits. PEP members
are, of course, familiar with PEP assessments. These are primarily
intended to measure developmentproductivity, although they do
include someaspects of quality measurement.
A measurement programmeis essential if the benefits of the
quality-management programme are to be quantified. It is
requiredso thatrealistic quality objectives can be set in the quality
service agreements made between the development teams and
the user community. The quality-managementgroup should there-
fore establish a programme to measure various quality-related
aspects of application systems.
We set out below some of the measurements that can be made
and how they can be used to improve the quality of applications
software. When implementing a measurement programme,it is
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importantthat early benefits can be gained fromit. Unless benefits
can be demonstrated, development staff will be unwilling to
provide the time and effort required to make the measurements.
The measurements set out below are in the sequence in which
they can provide the earliest benefits, and for this reason, we
suggest that they be implemented in this sequence.
SYSTEMS OPERATION
The quality of an operational system can be measured, for
example, in terms of the numberoferrors per 1,000 transactions,
or the mean time betweenfailures. Other measures include the
number of system failures in a given period, the number of
operator and user errors, classified by transaction types, pro-
cessing time per 1,000 transactions or records, the number of
output errors, and the number of requests for system
maintenance. By keeping and analysing records of this type for
a range of operational systems, it is possible to monitor overall
performance and to set realistic and achievable operational-
performance objectives in the quality service agreement.
PROGRAMMING
Analysis of the PEP database shows that the numberoferrorsincreases significantly as the size of a system increases. Highproductivity ratings and low manpowerbuild-up indices tend toreduce the expected numberof errors. The implication is thatindividual programsshould be kept as simple as possible. Otherstudies have confirmed that the numberof defects in a programis directly proportional to the complexity of the program. The aim,therefore, is to reduce the complexity of programs and thusimprovetheir quality. One measure of complexity was definedby McCabe in ☜☁A Complexity Measure☂☂, published in 1976 byIEEE in Transactions on Software Engineering. This measureisbased on☁cyclomatic☂ numbersderived from the decision structureof a program. Another measure was proposed by Halstead in 1977(in Elements of Software Science, published by Elsevier).Halstead☂s measureis based on studies of the length and volumeof programs, measured by counting the occurrencesofdistinctoperands.
SYSTEMS DESIGN
It is much harder to measure the outputor the characteristics ofthe systemsdesign stage than it is to make measurementsat theprogrammingstage. The problemis that there is no standard unitof output equivalentto a line of code, andit is not easy to identifythat a design error has occurred until it manifests itself as aproblem later in the development life cycle. The best way ofimproving quality at the designstage is to use structured designtechniques and the CASE and other development tools thatsupport them. These formalise the design process. By keepingrecords of the time and effort required at the design stage, it willbe possible to improve the accuracy of future budgets andestimates.
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Someorganisations assess the quality of the overall developmentprocessby relating measuresof output(lines of error-free code)to input(staff days worked). These types of measures provide only
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The quality of the development
process can be assessed
by measuring the effort
expended at each stage

of the life cycle

Measuring usersatisfaction
traditionally depends on

subjective judgements
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an approximate indication of the quality of the development
process. A better indication can be obtained by collecting data
about the effort expended at each stage of the developmentlife
cycle. The aim is to identify the proportions of effort at various
stages ofthe life cycle that result in poor- or high-quality software.
Analysing this data will highlight the developmentstages that are
the root causes of poor-quality systems, and action can be taken
to modify the development process accordingly. As more PEP
members provide information about software errors, the PEP
database will be analysed with this aim in mind.

USER SATISFACTION

No assessment of software quality can be complete without some
sort of measurementof overall user satisfaction. This is probably
the mostdifficult measurementof all to make becauseit requires
users to make subjective judgements about the quality of
application systems. These judgements in turn will be madein the
light of their initial expectations about the application. In the long
term, the quality service agreements will be a good way of
measuring user satisfaction, but this will require users to set
objective and realistic targets. In the meantime, the best way of
measuring user satisfaction is to carry out surveys of the user
community.

However, an assessment of user satisfaction can sometimes be
made by analysingstatistics relating to operational systems. For
example, where users have discretion as to whether to use a
system or not, the volumeofusage will give an indication of user
satisfaction. On the other hand, user satisfaction is likely to be
inversely proportional to the number of errors reported in a
system. Care should be taken whenassessing usersatisfaction in
this way, however, because someerrors will be perceived by users
as being much moresignificant than others.
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Chapter 5

Summary of guidelines for a systems
quality-management programme

The guidelines described in this paper for implementing a systems
quality-management programmeare based on the best practice
used both by the organisations contacted during the research andby Butler Cox☂s consultancy clients. They are summarised below:
♥ To establish a quality-management programme, a review ofexisting procedures should be conducted to produce a clearplan of action for senior management. To get the most fromthe programme, quality should ultimately become a centralpart of corporate culture; the quality-management pro-grammeshould notbe limited to the systems department. Theprogrammeitself is run by the quality-management group.
♥ The quality-management group should devise quality guide-lines for the systems development department. These are aset of standards drawn up in conjunction with the develop-ment staff who will use them, and they define how qualitycan be guaranteed in application systems. They cover allstages of the developmentlife cycle and both functional andnonfunctional characteristics of application systems.
♥ A quality plan and a quality service agreement for specificprojects should be drawn up,based on the quality guidelines.The quality plan is validated by the quality-managementgroup and ensures that appropriate quality checks are builtin to the developmentprocess. The quality service agreementis, in effect, a contract between the project team and the userdepartment, and defines the output expected at each stageof the life cycle in terms that can be understood by users.
♥ The quality-managementgroupis responsible for monitoringand enhancingthe quality guidelines. However,the groupisnot responsible for carrying out the quality-control checksatthe variousstagesof a particular project. That responsibilitylies with the developmentstaff.
♥ Development staff should be encouraged to gain experienceof workingat all stages of the developmentlife cycle. Theywill then bein a position to check the quality of each other☂swork.
♥ The quality-management group should ideally be staffed bypeople with a proven record of successful systems develop-ment. They should be assigned to the group for periods ofabout 12 to 18 months.
♥ The quality-management group should train and counseldevelopmentstaff to ensure that quality is maintained.
♥ Measurementsof systems quality need to be devised so thatthe success of the quality-management programme can bemonitored. The measurements should coverthe various stagesof the development process (including design, coding, andoperation), and customersatisfaction.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent international con-
sulting group specialising in the application of
information technology within commerce, in-
dustry and government.
The company offers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world☂s
largest and most successful organisations.
The services provided include:
Consulting for Users
Guiding andgiving practical support to organisa-
tions trying to exploit technology effectively and
sensibly.
Consulting for Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.
The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of develop-
ments and their implications.
Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and poten-
tial development.
Public Reports
Analysing trends and experiencein specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Pro-
gramme(PEP)is a participative service whose goal
is to improve productivity in application systems
development.
It provides practical help to systems development
managers and identifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the pro-
gramme keeps these managers abreast of the
latest thinking and experience of experts and
practitioners in the field.
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The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also publications and forum
meetings commonto all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a confiden-
tial managementassessmentofits systems develop-
ment productivity. The assessment is based on a
comparison of key development data from
selected subscriber projects against a large com-
prehensive database.It is presented in a detailed
report and subscribers are briefed at a meeting
with Butler Cox specialists.
PEP Papers
Four PEP papers are produced each year. They
focuson specific aspects of systems development
productivity and offer practical advice based on
recent research and experience.
Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting and annual
symposium focuseson theissues highlighted in the
PEP papers, and permits deep consideration of the
topics. They enable participants to exchange ex-
perience and views with managers from other
subscriber organisations.
Topics in 1989

Each year, PEP will focus on fourtopics directly
relating to improving systems development and
productivity. The topics will be selected to reflect
the concernsof the subscribers while maintaining
a balance between management and technical
issues.
The topics to be covered in 1989 are:
♥ Quality Assurance in Systems Development.
♥ Making Effective Use of Fourth-Generation

Languages and Application Generators.
♥ Staffing the Systems Development Function.
♥ Trends in Systems Development among PEP

Members.
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